Aim:

To prepare for assigned reading

Criteria for
Success

Successful assigned readers

Hook

Read the nightly assignment
Annotate
Figure it out
Bring their book back to class
See Reading Without Limits for a fun hook!

Purpose

Discuss the relevance of assigned reading and college.

Mini
Lesson and
Guided
Practice

Today, we will be one step closer to climbing the mountain to and through college, by becoming masters at
assigned reading.
The most common pitfall is that students forget to do their assigned reading, and then they fall behind.
Because we each have different schedules at home, and some of us have more time on Thursdays to read
while others have more time on Tuesday, we are each going to prepare our own calendar for when we will
get the assigned reading done.
By this Friday, I need you to read up until page ___.
Today is Monday, so that gives me four days to do the reading. Watch as I plan out how I’m going to do the
reading each night. Demonstrate with a reading calendar.
Great assigned reading also means excellent annotation (which you should teach in a separate previous
lesson). In addition to the assigned pages, you will be held accountable to annotating and understanding the
text. Keep that in mind when you plan out your pages.

Now, I want you to do the same thing,
Independent As you read today, I’m going to check your reading calendars, and I’m going to grade your annotations. At
Work
the end of class, I’m going to share an exemplar from this class whose annotations are exactly what I expect
so you know what to do for the rest of the week at home.
Share
Share a student’s exemplary annotations with the class and generate criteria that it excellent together.
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